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Exhibition on modern
painting causes a sensation

13

"Tea Road" exhibition
premieres in Hubei
Provincial Museum

By Helen Pan

What does a popular
traveling art exhibition in Wuhan
look like? The recently opened
exhibit "From Monet to
Soulages: Paths of Modern
Western Painting （1800-1980 ）"
at the Wuhan Art Museum,
presents itself as an excellent
example. This exhibition has
become an art phenomenon in
Wuhan. According to the
museum, over 18,000 people
visited the exhibition within five
days of its opening.
Its opening day, December
29, 2017 saw more than 3,000
people flood into the museum
to see the exhibition. The next
two days witnessed an even
greater outpouring of enthusiasm
from the public. At one point,
the queue outside the museum

was as long as 200 meters, a
phenomenon that some visitors
jokingly referred to as being
comparable to the interminable
queues outside of The Louvre in
Paris.
Some of the art lovers
travelled from outside of Wuhan.
They went to the exhibition with
the desire to celebrate the new
year in a special way. The
majority of visitors were youth
who regarded the exhibition as
a rare opportunity to view
unique paintings that they
would otherwise not be able to
see at home.
Bilal Mehmet, a visitor from
China University of Geosciences
(Wuhan), visited the museum
twice for the exhibition. He was
smitten by the fresh appeal of

Monet's Water Lilies painting.
He also found both Picasso's
scarf with a dove of peace and
Albert Duboris Pillet's portrait
painting distinctly unique.
Goran Koprivica, another
student from Wuhan University
of Technology, said that he was
particularly struck by Yves
Tanguy's Hands and Gloves and
Pierre Soulages's canvas
painting. He said that the latter
painting, though initially
appearing to be entirely black,
had something architectural and
three dimensional embedded in
it if you examined it closely. "I
will definitely come back and
look at it again when I find
some free time."
The exhibition continues
until April 29.

12 artists' "Sketching for 20 Years"
By Huang Yating

The exhibition, "Sketching
for 20 Years," was unveiled on
December 28, 2017 at the
Wuhan Art Museum. The
exhibition highlights more than
140 oil paintings by 12 artists
including famed local painter
Leng Jun.
The free exhibition
continues until March 11 in the
first, second and third exhibition
halls of the Wuhan Art
Museum.
The exhibits are works of
Leng and his painter friends'
spontaneous activity known as
"Sketching in February." It was
initiated in the Spring Festival of
1995 when Leng's painter Guo
Runwen returned to Wuhan for
a family visit. In order to spend
a more meaningful vacation
together, Leng invited Guo and
several other painters to go
painting together. Since then,
these painters have convened
every February in Wuhan. This
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"The Tea Road" exhibition,
initiated by Hubei Provincial Bureau of
Cultural Relics and co-sponsored by
museums in the eight provinces along
the tea road (China section), premiered
on December 27, 2017 at the Hubei
Provincial Museum.
The Sino-Russian Tea Road
flourished from the 17th century to the
beginning of the 20th century. The
road started in Mount Wuyi of Fujian
Province and stretched all the way to
St. Petersburg. It is an ancient trade
route linking China, Mongolia, and
Russia.
On display are more than 600
pieces of precious relics collected along
the Tea Road. The exhibits include tea
samples, tea production tools, Chinese
and Western tea caddy and tea sets,
tea photos, advertisements and bills,
and inscriptions. Among them is a
woodcut block inscribed with part of
Cai Xiang's The Record of Tea from
the Ming Dynasty and a box of
Hankou-produced tea that claimed the
gold prize in Vienna World Exposition
in 1873.

Works of Hubei artists
on display
By Zhou Manzhen
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practice has been maintained for
20 years.
Leng and his friends from
"Sketching in February" have
been to Russia and France to
paint and hold exhibitions. In
2013 they had 60 paintings

displayed in an exhibition at the
renowend museum Complesso
del Vittoriano in Rome. In
2017, an album of their
paintings Sketching for 20 Years
was published.

The Wanlin Art Museum's annual
special exhibition "Contemporary Art
From Hubei As a Sample" opened on
December 29, 2017. On display are
works from 21 influential Hubei-born
artists, including Leng Jun, Fu
Zhongwang, Gong Jian, Zeng Fanzhi,
Shang Yang, and Shi Chong.
The works range from oil
paintings and photography to art
installations. Audiences can see early
and recent works of these artists. They
have a long association with Wuhan.
The free exhibition will continue to
February 28.

